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Dear Acting Captain Altorfer,
Our office has completed its review of the materials related to Recommendation 73.1 that were
submitted as part of the collaborative reform process. After reviewing the package and
information provided by SFPD, the California Department of Justice finds as follows:
Recommendation 73.1:
The SFPD should develop a mechanism by which to track when a Department General Order or
Department Bulletin has been accessed and acknowledged by a SFPD member.
Response to Recommendation 73.1:
SFPD has developed various mechanisms to track whether a member has accessed and
acknowledged a Department General Order (DGO) or a Department Bulletin (DB).
When members are first hired, they must sign and acknowledge that they have received DGOs
and have a working knowledge of them. The signed forms are saved by the Department. As
SFPD issues new DBs, it disseminates them to members through a cloud-based software that
stores all DBs. Under SFPD policy, members are required to electronically review and
acknowledge any DB within 30 days of issuance. The cloud-based software has a query feature
that allows a supervisor to track whether a member has reviewed and acknowledged a DB. The
Staff Inspection Unit (SIU) is also tasked with conducting various audits and inspections, as
needed by the Department. The SIU conducted an audit of members’ noncompliance with
accessing and acknowledging policies issued in 2019 and provided their findings in a report
issued in July 2020. The Bureau Chiefs were notified of any noncompliant members in their
respective bureaus.

Finally, SFPD recently developed a new policy obligating the Business Analysis Team to conduct
a quarterly review of all members to determine if any of them are noncompliant with accessing
and acknowledging policies. If a member is noncompliant, the Commanding Officer of the
Professional Standards and Principled Policing Unit (PSPP) sends a memo to the member’s
respective Commanding Officer for remediation or discipline. The noncompliant member’s
Commanding Officer must ensure that the member becomes compliant and is counseled and
retrained, if needed. Once that is done, the Commanding Officer signs off on the PSPP memo,
which is then logged with the SIU.
Based on the all of the above, the California Department of Justice finds SFPD in substantial
compliance with this recommendation.
Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to discuss this further. Thank you.
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